TIPS FOR A GOOD READING
AND KNOWING A GOOD READER

RED FLAGS
BE CAREFUL
SENSING AN UNSCRUPIOUS READER

RELAX, be calm and centered for your session.

The reader QUESTIONS YOU for numerous details.

Be CLEAR & PRECISE, state the reason you are
seeking a session. The clearer you can be, the
more detailed the responses will be.

The reader tries to appear very mysterious, a
CARNIVAL OR THEATRICAL LIKE ATMOSPHERE.

BE FAIR, don’t confuse or give half truths,
you only hurt the quality of the session.

The reader tells you there is a CURSE on you,
and it will cost you MONEY TO FIX IT.

Remember that you have FREE WILL;
a good reader will give you suggestions but
will not tell you what to do.

The reader starts with one price but the
PRICE GOES UP for what you need.

A good reader is there to help you move forward
on the next step of your personal path,
helping you to understand the philosophy of right living,
providing GUIDANCE.

The reader says they will DO SOMETHING SPECIAL
for your specific condition, which will cost you more
money. (like burn a candle, get you a crystal and bless it,
give you a custom made charm to wear, etc)

A good reader EMPOWERS YOU so that you can
make better informed decisions about your life.

The reader tells you that you must have
REPEAT SESSIONS to fix your particular issue.

A good reader helps you to realize your OWN POWER
and does not instill doubt or fear.

The reader tells you that BAD THINGS WILL HAPPEN
unless you do all the things you are told to do,
most of the time this includes paying large sums
of money to the reader.

A good reader COMPLETES THE SESSION
in the time stated, for the amount stated,
for the purpose stated, not luring you towards more.
A good reader maintains a PROPER business relationship
with the client.

The reader uses words like “you need to”, “you should”,
“you must”, “always”, “never”; attempting to
DOMINATE OR DIRECT YOU
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